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Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a debilitating disease that affects patient’s family as well as the 
patient's physical, mental, and social status after injury. For treatment of SCI, rehabilitation 
following appropriate surgical procedure provides another opportunity for recovery. The 
optimal methods and effects of acute physical interventions for SCI are important subject 
of research, but not clearly proven yet, as the authors of this article says. Due to the hetero-
geneity of the timing, method, duration, and intensity of physical interventions, the appro-
priate use of rehabilitation has been the subject of debate.1,2 This article comprehensively 
reviewed 52 preclinical studies on the effect of acute physical interventions after SCI regard-
ing histopathological aspects and clinical outcomes.3

In this paper, the authors classified physical interventions as 2 types: “high intensity” like 
treadmill, cycling, and swim training, and “low intensity” such as wheel running, ball train-
ing, reach training. It is interesting that high intensity rehabilitation initiated within the first 
3 days and terminated by 1 week after injury worsened autonomic function, inflammation, 
and locomotor outcomes, which might be from association with dynamic inflammation in 
the hyperacute stage,4 while lower intensity exercise such as reach training, ladder training, 
or voluntary wheel or ball training showed benefits when implemented during the first 3 
days. The author’s conclusive suggestion that “lower intensity or voluntary rehabilitation 
during the hyperacute phase is more appropriate until at least 4 days postinjury, and then, 
higher intensity activity becomes safer and more beneficial for recovery” is also impressive.

Because the acute management of SCI is so crucial to the prognosis in the long term, an 
international committee of spinal surgeons has continuously performed and issued consen-
sus recommendations.5 The meticulous dissection of the literatures and precise evaluation 
of the methods used in this review will be extremely helpful to readers who have been con-
sidering various rehabilitation options for SCI patients. It is really meaningful to figure out 
the flow of the acute intervention after SCI as this review article introduces the general con-
cept of rehabilitation, despite the fact that the subjects are the preclinical data and heteroge-
neous background resources. I recommend this article with obvious pleasure to clinicians 
and neuroscientists participating in SCI management and research.
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